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2, 3, and 4 Thread Stitches



Coverstitches and Combo 
Stitches



bernette Series

b44
2, 3, and 4 Thread Stitches

b42
Cover and Chain Stitch ONLY

b48
Combination Machine-
BOTH styles of stitches

b64
Air Thread 

2, 3, and 4 Thread Stitches



BERNINA L4 Series Overlocker

2, 3, and 4 thread techniques
Overlock
Roll Hem
Flatlock



BERNINA L8 Series Overlockers
All models 

AIR THREAD

L850
2, 3, and 4 Thread Stitches

L860
2, 3, and 4 Thread Stitches

L890
2, 3, and 4 Thread Stitches +

Cover and Chain Stitches



Standard Presser Foot

For general sewing projects with overlock and combo stitches. The standard cover 
presser foot is already attached to your machine and is suitable for all the stitches 

made on the machine.  

*Note- If the machine has coverstitch option, you may also receive a separate 
coverstitch foot.



Standard 
Presser Foot
Markings



bernette 
Series 

presser feet



L4 Series 
presser feet



L850/860 
Series 

presser feet

*
*

* Also works with the L890



L890 Series 
presser feet



Legacy  Series presser feet



Blindstitch Foot
The blindstitch foot works on 
almost all fabric weights and 
lets you turn up a hem in the 

depth that works for your 
project, from tablecloths to 

skirts to custom-made 
draperies. 

This foot is available in two 
sizes, one for stitching light to 
medium weight fabrics (0.05) 
and one for medium to heavy 

fabrics (1.0)



Elasticator
• The elasticator is a foot that is very useful when 
stitching swimwear, lingerie, and dance wear. 
• It works with narrow elastic, clear elastic, braided elastic 
and other types of narrow elastic, and stretches the 
elastic for you as it goes under the needle.



Multi-Purpose OR
Beading/Sequin
It has a channel that holds 
dimensional items such as 
cording, beads, and zipper coils 
so they are easily fed and 
incorporated into or next to the 
overlock stitch.
Reach for it when you want to 
sew piping, attach beads, insert 
zippers, and more.
For creative work with beaded or 
sequin tapes up to a width of 4 
mm (bernette) 6mm (BERNINA) 
The side groove serves as a guide 
and for couching cords.



Gathering
The gathering foot not 
only does simple 
gathering but will also 
gather one fabric while 
stitching the gathered 
edge to a flat piece of 
fabric.



Cording

Used for sewing thin cord, wire, fishline, perle yarn 
or fine yarn into a rolled hem. 

Ideal for reinforced edges, decorative ruffles and 
shapeable bows.

For cords up to a max. diameter of 2 mm



Piping
The piping foot is qualified for 
creating or sewing in 
piping/braids, or even both 
actions in one step. 

L8 Series – 2 Sizes available
The Foot #L/C16 L is used for 
mediumweight to heavy fabrics and for 
piping up to maximum of 5 mm.

The Piping Foot #L/C16 S is used for light 
weight fabrics and for piping up to 
maximum of 3 mm.



Belt Loop 

The belt-loop foot is used 
to fold bias or straight 
binding, which it then 
quickly and easily turns 
into straps or belt loops 
with the cover- or 
chainstitch.

*bernette b42/b48 ONLY



Hemmer

The hemmer foot quickly 
and easily sews even 
seams with a depth of 2.5 
cm. A narrow or wide 
coverstitch can be used to 
neaten the cut edge.

*bernette b42/b48 ONLY



Ribbon
Couching

For couching narrow ribbon. With the help of the 
adjustable guide, ribbons of various widths can be 
guided precisely into the seam.
L4/L8 Series and other BERNINA models- the tape guide 
of this foot is incorporated into the standard presser 
foot



Hemmer 
and Lace 

For sewing lace, trim and tapes onto hems. The bottom 
edge of the fabrics is simultaneously neatened with a 
narrow or wide coverstitch, creating a flat joining seam.

*bernette b42/b48 ONLY



Lace 

This presser foot sews tapes or lace below a fabric edge, 
which is simultaneously folded to form a hem. A coverstitch 
neatens both edges at the same time, whilst the material is 
folded by 1 cm.

*bernette b42/b48 ONLY



Clear 
Standard

The transparent overlock 
foot eases precise guiding 
of fabric, for example for 
sewing corners or circles.

Your standard presser foot 
but clear!



Coverstitch
Compensating The #C12 Coverstitch/Compensating Foot is ideal for 

all cover- and chainstitch sewing along unilateral fabric 
thicknesses. Markings for the needles allow to guide 
the fabric precisely. 
Unilateral fabric thickness means in particular, 
multistep bindings, hems with elastic tape, flat joining 
seams or seams with lace or elastic lace.
* L890 Only



Binding 
Attachment

The binder attachment creates 
practical edge finishes with unfolded 
bias tape in a width of 40 to 50 mm. 
Self-cut bias tape or cross grain knit 
strips can also be used for a 
professional look.

*b42/b48 ONLY



Single Fold Binder
for unfolded Tape 

The double fold binder folds upper and lower tape 
edge for perfect bound edge. The unfolded tape is 
inserted through the guide rail, folded under on 
either side and sewn on with a cover- or 
chainstitch. For the personal look, the tape can also 
be self-cut.

Tapes of 36 mm width result in a finished binding 
of approx. 10 mm.
An accessory holder is required to attach the binder.

The Single Fold Binder folds under the upper 
side of the fabric strip only. The lower side is 

secured with the thread in the chain looper. Any 
excess fabric is then trimmed away using 

scissors





Double Fold 
Binder for 
Unfolded Tape 

With the single-fold binder, fabric edges 
and necklines can be perfectly bound 
with tape. The unfolded tape is inserted 
through the guide rail and folded under 
on the upper side. The lower side is 
neatened with the chain looper thread. 
For the personal look, the tape can also 
be self-cut.

Tapes of 40 mm width result in a 
binding of approx. 10 mm. An accessory holder is required to attach the binder.

The Double Fold Binder folds both the 
upper AND lower edges of the fabric strip. 
This is great for making a beautiful bound 

edge with zero raw edges





You will also need the Accessories Holder to attach the binders to the machine.

This base works with both of the binder
attachments and is adjustable so it can fit 
various machines beyond just the L 8 Series 
machines. 

Accessories Holder swings out to make it super 
convenient to attach the binder AND insert the 
fabric into the binder attachment. 

Once you’ve attached the base, then swing it 
back into place and adjust the placement of the 
opening of the binder to where you want it.



You will notice that there are 
two sets of screws included 
with the Accessories Holder-
look closer and you will see 
they are different lengths. 

The longer set is for attaching 
the holder to the BERNINA L 
890. The shorter set works 
with the bernette 42, the 
bernett 48, and even on the 
BERNINA L220 and the 
BERNINA 009DCC. 



https://weallsew.com/bernina-overlocker-binders-an-introduction/

I highly recommend you check out this article for
more information on the new Binders

https://weallsew.com/bernina-overlocker-binders-an-introduction/
https://weallsew.com/bernina-overlocker-binders-an-introduction/


Also check out Gail Yellen’s Serger Tip Clip

https://youtu.be/CQgZGkHef5I
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